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Pol Auguste Couronne, found champagne Pol Couronne in 1887, at the age of 25 in 
Hautvillers.

Two centuries after the significant contribution of Dom Pérignon in this village 
called «Pearl of Champagne». Pol Couronne reflects the dedication of champagne 
craftsmanship to elaborate unique and quality wines.

This inheritance and its identity, always testfying of the same respect for the nature, 
the long-lasting (sustainable) vine growing and the traditional Know-how’s, are in 
Jean-Baptiste Auguste Prevost’s hands today

Now implanted in Reims, the house Pol Couronne benefits from the prestige of the 
«cité des Sacres» (city of the coronations of nearly all Frensh kings). The global 
renown of the Capital of champagne symbolizes the ambition associated with the 
passion of the current owner whom each day dedicates himself to supply you with a 
wine consisting of quality and exeption, making it a unique parcel of champagne ...

A craftsmanship of exellence
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Pol Auguste Couronne was inspired by Hautvillers, also known as the birthplace 
of champagne. In this village, full of history, conducive to creativity and inspiration, 
Pol Couronne created his champagne House and elaborated confidential 
champagnes.

The passion, sincerity and autenticity he provided in his work led him to create a 
very special champagne House. Fruits of exellence and perseverance, its cuvees 
where recognized and appreciated by a large amount of customers. In 887 he was 
the first to market effervescent wines. Pol Couronne, owner and grape grower, 
had one goal: transmit the philosophy of exellence.

Pol Couronne’s values and techniques were officially awarded in 1922 by the 
«Croix de Chevalier du Mérite Agricole» in Paris.

He bequeathed his knowledge and his research work, his entire life work, to his 
descendants, allowing each generation to improve the identity and complexity of 
the wine.

The challenge today is to continue to promote the richness of Champagne’s terroir 
and the knowledge of its craftmanship, though a reasoned viticulture, in order to 
offer champagne of outstanding quality and incomparable taste.

The exellence of a Champagne House
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Champagne Pol Couronne prides itself on maintaining tradition and a certain vision 
of our work. We focus on providing the most qualitative and natural Champagne. 
This passion and goal requires us to be focused on every details including the 
labelling of this precious nectar.

Pol Couronne’s choice for the paper of our label is very important for the companies 
brand image. Therefor Paul Couronne uses an organic 140 gram piece of paper 
with silver and qualitative ink. On top of that our corks come from one of the top 
selected french cork suppliers.

The House Pol Couronne is an Ambassador of Champagne’s most esteerned 
terroirs and works with growers who produce grapes with the most qualitative and 
sustainable approach. The excellence of Pol Couronne’s champagnes results 
from a strict selection of grapes we use for our blend.

The house Pol Couronne wishes to promotte the ancestral and traditional ways of 
producing Champagne on both a national and international level. Our dedication 
to promote Pol Couronne and the Champagne region as cultural, historical and 
one of the most reputable wine regions is Certainly part of our mission.

Our Values
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The richness of the terroir
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The terroir of Champagne has a strong identity. Its chalky land mixed up with the 
grape varieties as well as the continental and oceanic climate make it a unique 
place.

The House Pol Couronne embraces this complexity and is commited to tanslate 
it into its wines. The challenging and exhilarating assemblage of qualitative grape 
varieties such as Chardonnay (from exceptionnal terroirs including ’’Grand Cru’’ in 
Avize), Pinot Noir (mainly from Ambonnay and Bouzy for our Grand Cru cuvées) 
and Pinot Meunier (mainely from the Marne Valley and Jonquery) allows us to 
depict this incredible region.

Pol Couronne demands a flawless quality of the grapes as well as the respects 
for the terroirs of Champagne. We seclect our suppliers according to the quality 
of their grapes, their environmental policy and their traceability, Our approach 
aims at sustainable winemaking and the protection of Champagne uniquess.



Pol Couronne elaborates its 5 cuvee with respect for the terroirs of Champagne. The best 
grapes are selected then assembled in order to create fine and balanced champagnes.

BRUT
Our cuvee Brut refects the best of the Champagne’s terroir with a blend of 
Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier ans Chardonnay. The vineyard offers a diversity of 
grape varieties that we use to create a fine and well balanced champagne. 
Our respect for the traditions and Champagne know-how make champagne 
Pol Couronne a high quelity champagne.

34% Chardonnay, 35% Pinot Meunier, 31% Pinot Noir

BLANC DE BLANCS
Making an Extra Brut is always a challenge for the cellar masters who 
must challenge an extremely low dosage by blending exeptional wines. 
Our Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs, made from 100% Chardonnay Grand Cru 
terroirs, represents the quintessential champagne Blanc de Blancs.
Thus was born an exceptional cuvee: straightforward, ardent and full of life.

LE BRUT ROSÉ
Our cuvee Brut Rosé is made with due respect for the tradition. We select 
our best Pinot Meunier to elaborate a red Coteaux champenois who will 
bring this Brut Rosé its splendid colour. This chamagnee will win you over 
with its modernity.

Cépages : 27% Chardonnay, 26% Pinot Noir, 33% Pinot Meunier + 14% 
Coteaux champenois rouge

The collection
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75-25
A very unique name for a very charming cuvée. The number 5 reflects the 
senses you are using to taste this full body champagne cuvée. Its first mouth 
is a combination of subtile citrus aroma associated with its body structure 
that provides a verry special tasting experience. The number 2 symbolizes 
the delicate blend between Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, 75% Pinot Noir 
and 25% of Chardonnay. Its balance reflects one of Pol Couronne’s top 
signature cuvées. The 7 represents this cuvée, it expresses the whole 
lot the completion, the outcome of the perseverance. More than a simple 
combination of wines and flavors, 75-25 forms a whole, a champagne of 
heart intented for lovers of excellence

ROSÉ DE SAIGNÉE
Like a beautiful jewel, the Rosé de saignée Pol Couronne is an illustration 
of our House excellence, a symbol of scarcity and elegance. The brightness 
of its pink dress, pigmented by the skin of black quality Pinot Noir grapes, 
gives to its bubbles the sharpness and the purity of real glittering pearls.

VINTAGE 2008
In 1654 takes place the cornoration of Louis XIV in Reims. Champagne 
starts to be the wine of the coronations ‘‘Vin des sacres‘‘. Today our vintage 
2008 reflects this prestigious heritage. Its unique Symphonie bottle shape 
will reveal, once open, afresh cuvee comming from this great vintage. 
Inspired by history and music, Pol Couronne’s compositor has succeeded 
in developing a cuvée that will enjoy the most intimate and exclusive 
moments of your life.

50% Chardonnay, 50% Pinot Noir
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The Showroom
Since December 2016, the House Pol Couronne decided to settle in the heart of 
Reims, also known as the coronation city. The showroom is simultaneously a shop 
and a tasting venue, a privileged place to discover all the cuvées od champagne, 
two steps away from the Cathedral !

The showroom is open from Monday to Saturday, from 10am until 7pm. A 
privatization of this comfortable and cosy place is possible for business or personal 
events.

In this friendly atmosphere, you can discover our partners winegrowers, not only 
from Champagne but from all over France, selected by our Wine Ambassadors 
Selection Comiee.

Witthin the showroom, we offer the following services:

- Champagne Masterclass whilst enjoying nice
 cuvees by the glass.

- Selling of champagneor wine botles, we serve
 fresh champagne you can bring to your hotel and
 we offer delivery services throughout the world

- Wine tasting of our key partners: wineries from
 different wine producing region in France that you
 can taste and buy on site at the same price as if 
 you buy it directly from the producer !



Nos partenaires - Médias

Pol Couronne Brut in the 20 best 
Champagne -The Independant 2017

Pol Couronne, Partner of TV shows on TF1, 
1st French Tv channel

Portrait of the Champagne Pol Couronne,
Cuvée Magazine 2017

Jean-Baptiste Prevost portrait,
Terre de Vins 2017

Social Networks :
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